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Develop high-quality interactive games with the power of Unreal Engine's visual scripting

language and Blueprints frameworkKey FeaturesDesign a fully functional game in UE4 without

writing a single line of codeImplement visual scripting to develop gameplay mechanics, UI,

visual effects, VR and artificial intelligenceDeploy your game on multiple platforms and share it

with the worldBook DescriptionBlueprints is the visual scripting system in Unreal Engine that

enables programmers to create baseline systems and can be extended by designers.This book

helps you explore all the features of the Blueprint Editor and guides you through using

Variables, Macros, and Functions. You’ll also learn about object-oriented programming (OOP)

and discover the Gameplay Framework. In addition to this, you’ll learn how Blueprint

Communication allows one Blueprint to access information from another Blueprint. Later

chapters will focus on building a fully functional game using a step-by-step approach. You’ll

start with a basic first-person shooter (FPS) template, and each chapter will build on the

prototype to create an increasingly complex and robust game experience. You’ll then progress

from creating basic shooting mechanics to more complex systems, such as user interface

elements and intelligent enemy behavior. The skills you will develop using Blueprints can also

be employed in other gaming genres. In the concluding chapters, the book demonstrates how

to use arrays, maps, enums, and vector operations. Finally, you’ll learn how to build a basic VR

game.By the end of this book, you’ll have learned how to build a fully functional game and will

have the skills required to develop an entertaining experience for your audience.What you will

learnUnderstand programming concepts in BlueprintsCreate prototypes and iterate new game

mechanics rapidlyBuild user interface elements and interactive menusUse advanced Blueprint

nodes to manage the complexity of a gameExplore all the features of the Blueprint editor, such

as the Components tab, Viewport, and Event GraphGet to grips with object-oriented

programming (OOP) concepts and explore the Gameplay FrameworkLearn Virtual Reality

development with UE BlueprintWho this book is forThis book is for anyone who is interested in

developing games or applications with UE4. Although basic knowledge of Windows OS is

required, experience in programming or UE4 is not necessary.Table of ContentsExploring the

Blueprint EditorProgramming with BlueprintsActors and the Gameplay

FrameworkUnderstanding Blueprint CommunicationObject Interaction with

BlueprintsEnhancing Player AbilitiesCreating Screen UI ElementsCreating Constraints and

Gameplay ObjectivesBuilding Smart Enemies with Artificial IntelligenceUpgrading the AI

EnemiesGame States and Applying Finishing TouchesBuilding and PublishingData structures

and Flow ControlMath and Trace nodesBlueprints tipsIntroduction to VR Development

About the AuthorMarcos Romero is the author of the Romero Blueprints blog, which is one of

the main references on the internet to learn about Blueprints. Epic Games invited Marcos to

the Unreal Engine 4 closed beta program to experiment and collaborate with the evolution of

the tools. He was also one of the first recipients of Unreal Dev Grants for Education. Marcos is

a well-known figure in the Unreal community and, for Epic Games, he wrote the official

Blueprints Compendium and Blueprints Instructors' Guide.Brenden Sewell is a creative director

with a decade of experience leading teams in the development of compelling interactive

experiences that entertain, teach, and inspire. Prior to joining E-Line, he explored the

intersection of educational practice and industry game development culminating in his work as



the principal game designer at the Center for Games and Impact. Here, he specialized in the

development of immersive games for STEM education and teacher professional development.

Since joining the E-Line team, he has led developments from concept, prototyping, and

production, to release on a variety of projects ranging from a brain-training first-person shooter

to a construction sandbox exploring the future of digital fabrication.
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Michael Nelson, “Thick Meaty Colorless Education!. Book arrived on time and I am very

thankful for that, as for the missing one star I am deeply concerned about the book being in

black and white. I get that its illogical to put color pictures in books, but when the program you

are working with and are making a book for is done through visual queues and has colored

nodes such as red for events or booleans, blue for references, yellow for vectors, or even green

for floats and variables it kinda goes without saying that putting in colored pictures would help

alot (im actually impressed i knew THAT much). I have yet to fully go over the book and its



contents, but I will give it 4/5 stars because it is with great hope that it is worth it. If a colored

picture book is available for replacement then I will bump up to 5 stars, if the book isn't helpful

or bad outright then I will take away stars to accurately represent what I think.Edit: after reading

through to about page 162 i do find the contents of the book to be very helpful and in fact very

good at helping teach me how to program with blueprints, however i can not adjust to the 5/5

stars as there is no book with colored pictures, if you want color then do as i did and purchase

the kindle version which i will say is much more worth it seeing as how it is cheaper and can be

taken anywhere with you. i am loving the kindle version and am currently back up to around

pages 160 because i like to do small sections at a time and only progress when i can

understand the material better. overall, while the rating will stay the same, i do highly

encourage people to get the kindle version instead seeing as how the app is also free.”

Johnny bell, “Finally a book thats at my pace.. I brought this book because it breaks down

Blueprints in a fashion that I can understand, Being I'm a novice game developer. I gave this

book 5 stars is becuase the writter helps you understand Blueprints in small detailed steps.

The book also offers color photo demontrations that you can print out to follow along. It's like

the writter trully understands a novice point of veiw. I will thoroughly read this book and it will

most likely teach me all that I need to know about Blueprints to create my demo.”

Anthony, “Pretty good. A good book I learnt quite a bit from. Lots of detailed examples and a

basic shooter game to implement. It’s a cook book so lots of very detailed recipes. But it’s

comprehensive enough and easy to read. Easily the best of the four I’ve read so far.My only

disappointment ( hence the 4 rating) was that although the authors clearly know their stuff the

book never rises above the level of a cook book. Scattered well working examples but no

thorough and complete explication of concepts. The final section on Advanced Blueprints

sounded promising but it turned out to be rushed and skimpy. So I know a lot more but I’m still

looking for real understanding in many aspects.”

hilla007, “Quick launch for Blueprint Scripting in UE4. This book absolutely met my

expectations. It provided a very clear, very fast launch into scripting with blueprints. I

particularly enjoyed the information on decision trees. Very helpful.”

jimmy, “Great starting point. Great learning tool for beginners I would highly recommend.”

Grant A., “Helped me a lot in solidifying concepts and terms. Use this with youtube and a good

mentor or two and you will begin to solidify a lot of concepts that might get lost for beginners”

Piotr Wardas, “Quite good and informative. Some things were already familiar to be since I

read Sams Teach Yourself UE Game Dev in 24hrs (actually enjoyed the format of this book a

lot more as it had exercises and quizzes at the end of each chapter) before and was quite

surprised few of the good practices which were instantly mentioned in that book were only

mentioned in Chapter 15 of this book (adding tooltips to editable variables).Black and white

print is also not great for this kind of book but on the bright side the cover is printed in

color...Over all good intro to UE4.”

Sameer G., “For those who are new to Unreal Engine Blueprints. Excellent book for learning

basic of Unreal Engine 4 Blueprints. I bought ebook and its quality was top-noch with colourful

images to understand it properly.I will deffo recommend it 5/5.P.S: I haven’t finished it yet but on



page 393 but so far author explaining every thing very nicely and neat.”

The book by Marcos Romero has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 100 people have provided feedback.
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